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Background and Purpose: Jewish cultural heritage in Croatia is very diverse, rich and valuable, it 

ranges from archeological relics or artefacts, medieval ghetto areas close to major cities 

particularly ones on the Adriatic coast (Split, Dubrovnik), about several dozen synagogues and 

more than 50 Jewish cemeteries. With the aim to address the most compelling issues of Jewish 

minority in Croatia, such as mapping Jewish cemeteries and burial sites, protection and 

preservation of Jewish cultural heritage and dealing with certain aspects of issues related to 

Holocaust the Ministry has taken many constructive and productive actions and measures on 

that subject. Furthermore, the Ministry of Culture has produced in 2017 a summary report 

regarding Jewish registered cultural heritage, the report itself is primarily related to cemeteries 

and synagogues. The Ministry of Culture invests additional efforts and engagement in the 

protection and preservation of valuable and rich Jewish memorial and cultural heritage, which 

represents highly valuable part of the total Croatian national cultural heritage. The Ministry has 

initiated heritage institutions (libraries, archives, museums) to list and to plan for the future 

projects, programs and activities related to Jewish cultural heritage. Moreover contacts and 

active and affirmative cooperation with the Jewish community in Croatia has been established 

regarding the protection and promotion of the Jewish cultural assets and heritage in Croatia. All 

the activities and positive outcomes on the specific earlier mentioned theme will be in detail 

elaborated and introduced in the Study itself. The official data on Jewish heritage obtained by 

the Ministry's Directorate for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, based on the official reports of 

the Conservationist Departments are also to be presented. 
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